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Democracy is in danger of becoming a cult of incompetence—Dr. Robert Ulich, Saxon educator
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NEWS
gokotek) Will Clear
Vp Some Eastern Problems
Reconstruction Finance
lorn- ^s Doomed

COUNCIL ON RELIGION TO
HOLD RELIGIOUS INSTITUTE
Contributor To New York Times On Chinese Murray, Jones Defeat
ON CAMPUS FOR THREE DAYS
Question To Speak On "America's
Brown Last Night On
State In The Far East"

13 YEARS IN EAST

Wellesloy Holds a
Religious Forum
Is Our Dollar Worth
80 tents More Than In 1926?
&

PRICE TEN CENTS

GEORGE E. SOKOLSKY, NOTED
Second Debating
FAR EAST AUTHORITY, GIVES Win in Week Gives
CHASE LECTURE FRIDAY NIGHT Bates First Place

Y«>ulh Wars
for Hitler

THOMAS MUSGRAVE

FRIDAY IN CHAPEL

LEW1STON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1933

THE

)£

SOKOLSKY LECTURE

Edited "Russian Daily
News," War Paper,
In Petrograd

Speaks Sunday at
Chapel Vespers

War Debt Payment
AT LITTLE THEATRE
Seamon and McLean Won

Discusses Science
And his Religion

Pres. Herrick Of Andover-Newton Theological
Seminary Guest Speaker—Dr. Mather
Of Harvard To Speak Tuesday
_—_

i •

VESPERS SUNDAY

Same Deeision Saturday

1500 Spectators I
Several Other Workers
In Student
View Marvels At Interested
Work To Take Part
Science Exhibit afternoon
Opening its services this Sunday
and extending three days

At Williams

George E. Sokolsky, one of the
By defeating Brown University
JAPAN led by her war party open- world's foremost authorities on the
last night by a unanimous decision
|y flaunts the League of Nations, Far East and noted author and
in the second triangle of the Eastand in the TJ. S. Wisconsin farin- lecturer, will speak in the Bates
ern Intercollegiate League at the
as betray savage impatience with College Chapel Friday evening Feb.
Little Theater. Bates debaters moved
-he government's ability to provide 24. iHis subject will he "America's
into undisputed possession of first
'hem with a fair market lor dairy State In the Far East", and promises
into the week of February 26. an
•place in the league standing. Last
youuets by deliberately destroying to be one of timely interest.
Institute of Religion, sponsored by
night's
decision
made
by
the
team
silk in an attempt to force up prices,
This will be the second of a series
the Council on Religion will be held
made
up
of
Frank
Murray
'34
and
H make two of the 'problems facing of lectures sponsored by the George ,
upon the Bates campus. It is the aim
Gordon
Jones
'35
duplicated
the
:he sick world of our undergraduate Colby Chase Lecture Fund. The late
of this Institute to encourage, by
feat of Theodore Seamon '34 and
days. Even other crises, complete Honorable William Wallace Stetson.
means of informal discussion and
Powers McLean '35 who defeated
banking stagnation in Michigan, at- who was once superintendent of the .
Approximately 1500 spectators directed thought, the application of
Williams last week by a 3-0 vote of
tempts to localize the dollar, and the public schools of Maine, endowed this
pushed and crowded their way into straight thinking to matters of
the judges. The subject for both
•.op-heavy burden of mal-adjusted fund in honor of George Chase. I
the Carnegie Science Building and religion as they apply to. and are
debates was "That the war debts
veterans' compensation are scarcely former president of Bates College.
individual
and
Hedge Laboratory last Thursday and concerned with
owed the United States by European
more important than the presence of
Mr. Sokolsky is a contributor to '
Friday evenings to view the bi- campus problems.
nations should be cancelled." Bates
organized crime whose blatant af- the New York Times on the subject
Clyde
annual exhibit of the science work i
uiyue Holbrook
MoiorooK "34
oi will
m be
"= •■■
last night had the negative and
filiation with politics and big 'busi- of China. He has spent more than
of the college as presented by thel charge of music and has secured the
against Williams the affirmative. Dr.
ness is being exposed in one of the thirteen years in the East, reaching ,
Lawrance Chemical Society, the Jor- services of the Garnet Quartet, the
Arthur N. Leonard, a Brown gradupopular weekly magazines.
dan Scientific Society, and the Rams- Bates Trio. Sylvester Carter and
China in 1918 by way of Russia. j
ate, presided. Harry J. Chernock and
But the first, the 'Far-East situa- where he had been sent for the New '
del! Scientific Society.
! Norman DeMarco who will furnish
Edward H. Quillan were the Brown
tion, is far more important and vital Republic News Service and had
team.
Exhibit
Successful
Affair
^^.SKT'Bfc-i. Miss
than the ordinary man believes. edited the "Russian Daily News", a ,
Chernock of Brown opened the
Nearly 100 students, acting as Edjth wil6on Harry Taylor and
President Cray said last week. War British and American war paper in j
discussion. Pointing out that war
instructors, guides, or demonstrators. Newton Fetter. all of whom are now
It not an impossibility he claims. Petrograd.
1)15. KIRTLEY MATHER
debts were entirely different in
1>|{. B. C. HKRRK'K
Japan needs more territory and .plans
He was engaged in newspaper
nature fro.m private obligations, he Professor of Geology at Harvard. co-operated with members of the activelv engaged in work with young
faculty in helping the spectators to ■ ,_e(M)le"an(j are deeply interested and
this week, dispatches reveal, to at- work in China, serving at various Noted President of Andover-Newton urged that the political character of
and famous lecturer.
enjoy and understand the various sympaIhetic towards the problems of
Theological Seminary.
tack Jehol, an open conflict. George times as Assistant Editor of the i
the loan was in itself a reason for
exhibits. Many favorable comments
lg 6tudents have been choosen
cancellation. Jones of Bates presentSokolsky, who has a full page of North China Star in Tientsin, re-'
were heard on all sides, and the
the committee i„ charge and have
ed an alternate .plan of transferring
Oriental political observations In porter on the Shanghai Gazette, corgeneral impression seemed to be that been invited to come to the Bates
the debt burden. Commenting on the
nearly every New York Sunday respondent for the North China Dailythe whole exhibit was one of the campus during this period to aid in
Times, comes as a Chase lecturer News and for the Philadelphia Pubprofits which the Allies made from
most successful affairs ever con- the leadership of these meetings.
these loans, he suggested It was the
Friday night as the best Far-Eastern lic 'Ledger. New York World. Londucted at Bates.
Miss Katherine Dufficld
duty
of
the
European,
not
the
Amedon Daily Express, and the Japan
Titic at its most crucial time.
Despite subtle and conflicting ruIt was apparent that the majority
Miss Katherine Duffield. who rerican taxpayers to stand their burden
Advertiser of Tokyo.
are to have the of the spectators came to the exhibit sides in New York City, is the
THiE
Reconstruction
Finance
More than 500 students attend- at the present time. Their ability to mors, the Juniors
Wrote "Under Box of Asia"
blazers, ard the Sopho- to learn as well as to be entertained: national field secretary of the
Corporation,
that
gigantic
ed the exhibition of French talkies pay was recognized by Quillan of customary
•In
addition
to
his
newspaper
work
mores are not to have theirs until it was equally apparent that few if Y W C.A She is not a stranger howgovernmental enterprise to help
Sokolsky found time to write given! under the auspices of the Brown. However, as an economics next year.
any went home either dissastlfled or ever to many of the students as she
private business, for the most part Mr.
the political and economic chapters French department at the Empire major, he doubted the wisdom of
At a class meeting last month displeased.
has visited here before and spoken
banks, seems to be undergoing a of the "China Year Book", a Chinese Theater Monday afternoon. The pic- forcing such a policy. In view of the this
continuance of blazers was deto several of the womens organivu-ious attack which promises to ex- text book, and "The Story of the tures were donated by a friend of moot far-sighted solution. Murray of
Synthetic
Punch
termined, and at the same meeting
terminate it early in the Democratic Chinese Railway". Mr. Sokolsky has Prof. Gilbert. They were a presen- Bates presented the last constructive the
The show was entirely free from zations. She will be remembered as
Sophomore
rumor
was
brought
administration. This onslaught comes
in operatic form of student speech of the eve ing. Mentioning to light. Gordon. Jones '35. Presid- beginning to end- -even the synthetic a very effective speaker and a woman
unusual opportunities for study- tation
from legislators and bankers alike. had
life
preparing
for a legal career.
that the ability tmt ob'lc'.on of these ent, at that time declared that waat- punch; and it was reported that 72 of fascinating personality. 'Miss Edith
the compexities of Chinese
Most prominent among the bank- ing
nations to pay was established, he eve'r movement was on foot for blaz- litres of the punch was consumed by Wilson is now serving as the Y.W.
Prof.
Gilbert
relies
on
the
talkie
politics, and during the last few
A secretary
at the
of,
ers is President Reynolds of the years
refuted
the only remaining affirm- ers in the 'fophomore class was those at the
tne exhibit.
exniou. The
me amount of
ui C
«..«.
»»"■"-•,
—-_University
eastern
of
teaching
French
on
the
te
he has undertaken several
greatest bank in the world, the First missions of a personal nature for assumption that one "learns a lan- ative contention of weight: that sponsored by a minority and no sucli punch
used
enabled
Chairman
GeorMaine
where
shewTor,
popular
U*
,,....... «^~—
doing a successful piece of work
National of New York. In the New the Chinese Minister of Finance. He guage unconsciously not conscious- collection was a barrier to recovery. action had been taken by the class ge Plotica to estimate the number
that campus.
York Times of February 15, he said is also the author of "The Tinder ly " "They nil the wide gap.' she In his rejoinder. Chernock. said that as a whole.
of people who visited Hedge Labora- upon
Mr
Fetter is the student minister
that continued borrowing in the form Box of Asia", a cultural analysis of added, "between the eye and ear in the policy of revision advanced by
A committee consisting of Jere tory. He estimated that each person of the Greater
Boston area, where he
the
negative
was
a
disguised
adof bond issues for a purpose such as the
the
mastery
of
French.
Asa
operetta
probably
drank
on
an
average
50
Moynihun. chairman, Lucienne BlanManchurian,
Japanese
and
that of the R. F. C. would inevitably Chinese situation in the Far East. He is the best type for student educa- mission of the wisdom of the affirm- chard, and Julius Lombard! was se- ( cubic centimetres of the beverage. is closely associated with the student lite of the colleges of this
curtail the country's credit. While is lecturing under the management tion Its matter is light, music nils ative proposal. After a brief open Iccted by the Junior president.
district At his home in Harvard
Continued on Page 2 Col 5
he admitted he favored the bill a of W. Colston Leigh of New York in as relief, and there is constant forum. Dr. Leonard announced the Prank Murray, last Friday.
Square he maintains a continual open
decision, which was unanimous in
short time ago, he is unequrvocably
repetition of phrases.
City.
house to all students and is the host
favor of the Bates representatives.
against it at the present time.
to great numbers of college men.
The judges were. Prof. HerschPl
Senator Couzens, for a long time a
Harry Taylor, the fourth leader who
rtricker. Mr. Edward Anthoine. and
legislative opponent of Big Business
lvs been selected. Is the youngest of
Judge Ralph Crockett.
since he retired from the Ford Comthose who will visit our campus and
pany with many millions, also atis now the regional secretary of the
tacks the R. F. C. "I would rather
Y M C.A. He is especially popular
have our capitalistic system collapse
among college men of the two under
than see the public money spent this
classes as he is young enough to be
way." says the gentleman from
able to understand and appreciate
Michigan, the State whose banking
the problems of youth. He is a man
structure is facing a crisis. Unof winning personality and one who
doubtedly millions agree with the
to meet.
well-known clergyman, who. last
Tariffs and war debts will be the is very easyVesper
Service
Sunday afternoon over a nation-wide
main topics open for debate and conThe Institute will open with a
radio chain, accused the R. F. C. of
I„ an attempt to set forth the
sideration
at
the
Model
World
Ecoservice Sunday afternoon, at
the responsibility for the complete facts dealing with the current disnomic Conference to be held this vesper
thirty o'clock in the Bates
economic paralysis in Senator Cou- cussions concerning the proposed,
evening from 7:30 until 9:30 at four
President E. C. Herrick of
amendments to the constitution of
zens' State.
Chase Hall under the auspices of the chapel.
Andover-Newton Theological Semlthe student assembly which will be,
Politics
Clubs.
Although
war
debts
OUTH wars for Hitler" says voted on this week the Student rewill be the guest speaker and
and tariffs are the chief topics to be narv
<<
the Associated Press in de- quested President Robert Swott"
will speak on a subject, which corressettled
they
so
overlap
with
other
- scribing Germany's state of opinion and that of the Student
ponds with the theme of the Instiinternational economic problems of tute.
The Bates one-mile varsity relayincipient civil war eince that doughty Council's. Following a meeting or
-Thinking Straight in Relithe
day
that
the
discussion
is
certain
made its initial debut of the year
Austrian assumed the leading posi- the Student Council. Swett gave out
gion". Dr. Herrick is a man of great
to
touch
upon
such
factors
as
Great
last
Saturdav
evening
at
the
annual
tion in the Fatherland's government the following resolutions and opicharm who has deep underBritain's return to the gold standard. personal
meet of the University Club, where
standing of people and of student
a few years ago.
,„.„.. nions relative to the Proposed
Germany's
economic
distress,
and
the
it outran teams representing Am••Hitlerism is staking its future amendment concerning the method
and its problems.
high tariff policy of the United lifeImmediately
herst and Northeastern to set a new
after the vesper
on its youth movement and »■ of electing future Student Council
States.
class B one mile relay record in the
service, a buffet 6upper will be
correspondent adds that if WW presidents.
Charge
d'Affaires
Seamon
time of three minutes, twenty-seven
voung people could vote there would
in the Woman's Locker Build"The amendment in 5u^tio"'*;
The United States represented by served
1KKKKV SKIUKS STANDING
ing All student are invited to atbe no doubt of the Reichstag and said Swett, "was proposed by last
After an early season which con- and seven-tenth seconds. Bates not
Theodore
Seamon
is
proposing
to
Won IiOSt Tied Points
but must make reservations
Prussian Diet elections March 5.
year's Student Council and its de- sisted of nothing but out-of-town onlv won the relay race, but placed
take the lead in stimulating trade) tend
ahead of time with representatives
The leaders of 5,000 000 of Ger- sirability and benefits agreed upon competition, the Bates track team men in the various individual events
Bates
3
2
17
rehabilitation
through
proposing
have been appointed in each
many's organized youth aim at an bv this year'a council. When tne in its entirety will clash -»<'»'« to collect an unofficial twenty point-Colby
2
2
1
8
reduction of tariffs. Charge d'Affai- who
dormitorv. During the supper music
aggressive youth with adult deter- oroposal was put toto the fprm of Northeastern Huskies in the Bate, towards a total meet score, and took
res
Seamon.
United
States,
will
Bowdoin
2
S
O
4
be furnished by the Garnet Trio.
^amendment its undesirable qua- indoor field Saturday a'teraoon. an unofficial third place in the Class
mination and resourcefulness.
deliver the important keynote speech will
Following this the visiting leaders
m'iJ= were not realized and the pro- Due to the presence on the Bates B scoring.
Until
Colby
and
Bowdoin
settle
in
which
he
i6
certain
to
set
forth
WELLESLiBY College's Christ- poS w« submitted .to the assem- to-im of star runners such as Adams,
Sets Moot Record
be introduced and the whole
difficulties, and they will pro-i some of the proposals of the United will
ian Association is conducting a
\mherst gained the lead during their
SXon, Lary, Smith. Butler .n
group will join In an Informal disbably
do
so
this
afternoon,
Bates
States.
In
as
much
as
the
policies
of
religious forum tWs week "cSSfE** Persona, view ; others .the Bobcats are expected to the first leg of the relay with Bates
remains in sole possession of the|! the other countries will depend cussion which will be directed by
similar to the one Bates will enter: come out of the event ahead of the running in second place and -North- state's
guests.
hockey title. By virtue of ji1 greatly upon the United States' atti- these
eastern third. Jack Lary. the second two victories
eight this meeting will adjourn.
visiting outfit.
over Bowdoin last
on debts and tariffs this key- At Atnine
U,
i,!Koor.-d evening meetings s^ao^amendment,- He added how-: The running events will see many Bates man to carry the baton ran a Thursday and Friday, Bates moved! tude
every evening there
note speech is one of the deciding will be o'clock
informal discussion groups
i new names added to the list of vet- beautiful race to hand the baton to up to a tie with Colby at the top | factors of the whole conference.
as well as informal ilJjfjMj
erans competing in Bates togs. Be- Red Sheridan in the initial position. position.
At the close of the keynote speech in dormitories on both sides of the
;; sides Fireman, Coach Thompson will Lary. who also ran on the two-mile
It is hard to predict the outcome the other delegations will designate campus.
last week, ran more in his of the Bowdoin-Colby battle; both their desire to present their beliefs,
Fireside Forum
e„ter Harry Keller and Herb Jen- team
who can do something like 4:4 usual form this week-end. Sheridan, teams have won one game in the proposals and concessions. Although
During the day these leaders will
bers on the count",
,,,._ ,., po- sen
in the 45 yard dash. One or two of a good dashman. whom many series between the two. but Colby it is quite generally known as to just be available for interviews and will
would virtually assure them of P
sitions on the council their Motor | them ought to account for poms thought would never be able to last appears to have succeeded in its | what each .major country would be glad to talk things over with any
this event. In the 300 Adams.Is a quarter-mile, ran a fine race to games against Bates better than
Obviously this would be un ! in
their concessions and proposals student who cares to meet them.
PROF. Irving Fisher says the year.
iv far the favorite candidate for the hand the baton to Captain Ain Bowdoin. If Colby defeats Bowdoin like,
be made
fair
to
the
other
nominees
for
are
apt
to be colored by nationalism, Appointments should
19*« dollar is now worth $1.80.
Jon honors, though Lary, Sheridan, Adams with but a five yard handicap this afternoon, the championship: and diplomacy.
through the following student secreThfs appalling cut which means nior council positions.
taries for Miss.Duffield. "Billy" Moy18 Countries Represented
Speaking of a way in which the and Pendleton will be pushing hint- which he quickly made up Adams, will stand a tie with Bates and Col-;
There will be eighteen countries er. for Miss Wilson, "Toby" Zahn. for
a dinner for «« «* JgLSZ council could preserve this theoret Grieve of Northeastern will be its running this week true to old form bv dividing the honors. If Bowdoin
man in this event, hut it is waged a great fight with Grieve of Wins or the game ends in a tie, represented, all of which are intense- Mr. Fetter. Clyde Holbrook, for Mr.
tically advantageous proposa
and best
doubtful if he can place any better Northeastern which had the gallery Bates will remain sole owner of the ly interested in economic recovery Taylor, Julius iLomfbardi.
S
the
same
time
do
away
with
the
the Yale professor adds that in unfairness he said "to remedy tins
upon its feet. Amherst. was out ot crown.
At seven o'clock Monday evening,
and have especial proposals to make.
^dams^and Lary will run in the the race when Sweet, their anchor
The two games Bates won rrom Not the least of these will be Russia the men will gather In Chase Hall
same dollar had a 'Purchasing power
epara
undesirable
condition
a
«
_
f,00 of course. Adams can do prat
fell on the second curve leaving Bowdoin were gratifying. The team represented by Comrades Donald for a "fireside forum" and the
of only 59 cents in I9*"v be
would have to be be!d. »r ticaily record-breaking time in this .man
Adams and Grieve of Northeastern torsot the three set-backs which Smith '34. and Frances Brackett '33. women will meet around the fireplace
The economists finding may be election
^presidency of the Student Conn event,
as he demonstrated when he
proceeded the Bowdoin series, and This delegation will undoubtedly set in the Woman*' Locker Building,
challenged, however, argues i
fight it out.
oil an impossibility under the pre teat Bernie McCafferty in the Mill- to The
Northeastern runner put up a proceeded to win in grand style.
Brockton Enterprise, if •»'"
forth a proposal lor a world where for an hour and a half with
sent general election system.
Thursday's 3-2 Win
?ote games in New York a short
league akin to that which their leaders they will hold an inAn interesting note was struck in time ago Lary, however, has been creat fight but Adams had too much
the cost of living in a •**»*11<25!L
After an overnight rest from the economic
and
came
in
a
victor
by
an
easy
"Food, clothing, home «««"«££ thf council's present attitude in re- Joshing Adams all year, and may fifteen yards to set a new meet record trip to Brown. Bates proceeded to Stalin and Mussolini have of late formal discussion which will be
centered around the theme "Religion
«hoM. and some other necessaries
j L tho need for experience tor
body-check galore and administer a proposed.
are cheaper. .Rents in some cases England being desirous of ridding and its place in one's personal ad^residency^Telling of the coun- t8kB0.t£,8haBCa long list of competi- for this event. It was a thrilling race 3-2 defeat to Bowdoin. Everybody
throughout.
No
team
completely
outlower. But in a broader sen»e.toe •,t oninion after consideration of tJ/tnthe 1000 yard run, and they
plaved well for Bates, but Jere Moy- herself of the war debts and of re- justment." At nine o'clock of that
dollar of 1933 is not worth 80 cent ?iL nreaent prevailing differences of win probably nnish in the following dacsed ?he other, and until the last nalian probably did more than the gaining her international trade will evening the regular dormitory "bulltan it was anyone's race.
will be held.
more than in 1926. M—fig the £*??* * are current around Ji«J- Smith
rest while he was in the line-up, send to the conference James Balano sessions" Dr.
Hammond. Butler,
Don Smith Wins 8HO
Kirtley Mather
'34. Lucille Jack '33. Beatrice Nielservice costs as much. So does lignt. 0PmnM the council finally resolved, Esmond who is 1-robably a better
and
Frankie
Soba
played
a
great
In the running events. Don Smith
Tuesday, the Institute will bring
son '33. Carl Milliken '35 and Thogas. telephone and insurance. ,nle tSS after taking into consideration Shan some of the others, but an
game.
White.
Swett,
and
Berry
to the campus Dr. Kirtley Mather.
keeping him came through after a steady .and scored the goals.
mas Musgrave '34.
unfair possibilities which might ma.ni tnai
cat on mortgages is six per cento .th
h
? ?w*£r its provisions, the coun- off of practice. Smithjron the 880 „a?d fought race to take the initial
higher, and taxes have i""6*"?;
Continued on Page 2 Col 6
Continued on Page 2 Col 7
the
Continued on Page 3 Col 7
Some colleges have advanced tuition '^"a? voted
vot
Continued on Page 4 Col 4
to
7nlegg
slIch an amend-^^ied on Page* Col 7
fees, and wages and salaries have cil haa
been cut from ten to 50 per cent m ame
:
lhat time."

Visitors Consume 72
Liters Of Synthetic Punch

LARGE AUDIENCE AT
FRENCH OPERETTA

Y

MURRAY SELECTS
BLAZER COMMITTEE

MODEL WORLD CONFERENCE
COUNCIL TO WITHDRAW RULE
TO DISCUSS ECONOMIC ILLS
REQUIRING EXPERIENCED PRES. One Mile Relay
Tariffs And War Debts Will Be Main Topics
Campus Body Through Pres. Robert Swett Feels
Open For Consideration At Parley
Team Winner At
That Although Amendment Is Desirable, It
In Chase Hall This Evening
Is Unfair To Some Likely Candidates^
University Meet
Bates Trackmen Bates Takes 3rd Place Bates' Claim To
Ice Championship
In Its Group,
To Race Huskies
Class B
Challenged Today
Here on Saturday
Garnet Stars Adams,
Jellison, Lary, Smith
Give Team Edge

wsstt "«
^^^££
SSJMBMKSt

jrtsrvat

«P

which win

Bowdoin, Colby Clashing At Brunswick Today In Last Game
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Clive Knowles, '33
(Tel. 4284-M)
Publishing Office Tel. 4490
MANAGING EDITOE
Thomas W. Muagrnve, '34
(Tel. 84121)
General News Editor
Janes B«l.«io, '34
(Tel. 83364)
Sports Editor
Vincent Helleau. '33
(Tel. 40T4-M)
Intercollegiate Editor
Mildred Hollywood, '33

By IAMBS BALAXO

Pepys
Through
Ihe keyHole—

ntMLECUflT
NEW3

TO LOVE LIFE, TO LOVE GOD,
THAT IS RELIGION—DR. ZERBYl
Says, In Radio Talk, That Religion Is Not
Straw To Which We Cling- In Times Of Despair—Piety Not Long Hours Of Prayer

By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD
By ELIZABETH SAUXDBRS
| small group. "To love life, to . .
The New York Times would have
Here's Transylvania College's list
In the ninth address of the faculty God—that is religion", the speak
us
believe
that
Congress
is
steppin."
Woman's Editor
of "All-Americans"—not bad, huh? radio series from WCSH, Portland,' expressed it.
Elinor Williams, '33 aside in favor of the President and
Suitors should go to Miss.
last Wednesday. Dr. Rayborn L. ZerHelps Is See IJfe As a Whol,.
(Tel. 8206)
"realizing it's own inability to cope
Miners should go to Ore.
by chose as his subject, "Why Piety",
"Whatever helps us to see )ifA
Dabate Editor
with problem-; of great import". In
Helen Ashe, '33 the proposed hi!, of Congress dealSingers should go to La.
a discourse 'bringing out the im- the large is religious." Dr. zerh.
(Tel. 3207)
Laundresses should go to Wash. portance af religion in the family said. To live only by moments is „J
ing with giving the President much
Women's Athletics
Prayers should go to Mass.
and in everyday life.
conducive to a happy life; incident!
Dorothy O'Hara, '33 greater powers than he has heretoDoctors should go to Md.
Dr. Zertoy began his talk in a should .be regarded according to th i
REPORTORIAL STAFF
fore had. the editorial sees Congress'
Writers should go to Penn.
negative way by explaining what true importance, and not dir-tor'ed. •
Frank Byron. '33
Eugene Ashton, '34
own recognition of it's impotent
Willard Uiggins, '35
Amy Irish, »33
Marjorie Bennett, '34
Babies should go to Ga.
Margaret Hoxie, '35
piety is not, and where it differs something greater, and more troub'J
a
legislative
body.
Florence .lamts, '33
John Hanley, '34
Dorothy Kimball, '35
Drinkers should go to 111.
from ostentatious religiosity. "Piety : some, than they are. It is in fanr!
Whether or not this is a sound
I<co Barry, '33
Jack RUCE. '34
Carl Milliken, '35
Farmers should go to Mo.
is not a stern faced frowning on life; j prayer that the hopes and .!-,-;-.'. "M
Charles Richter, '33
Charles Whipple, '34
Jean Murray, '35
attitude in the part of one of our
Debtors should come to me.
Franklin Berkover, '33
Doris W. McAllister, '34
Robert Kramer, '35
it does not consist in monotonous j the members have long been br'ouej
greatest papers is questionable. PerClayton Hall, '33
Albert Oliver, '34
Walter Norton, '35
hours around the family Bible, or in I together. We may not too coal
haps the .men in Congress realize
Alice Purington, '33
Theodore Seamon, '84
John Peirce, '35
Believe it or be wrong. Mr. Ripley. long
Did drowse and slumber this A.M.
drawn out periods of prayer",: piacently abandon it nntil we hul
Robert Kroepsch, '33
Gray Adams, '34
William Valentine, '35
that getting out of the depression is
A
Carnegie
Tech.
etude
gave
uip
a
too
.
.
.
while
ghosts
of
the
week
haunted
Beatrice Dumais, '33
Elizabeth Saunders, '34
Stowell Ware, '35
not a matter of laws but a matter of me... Ay... ghosts... like Harry difficult calculus problem in despair he explained. There have been found a 'better way. p..,, ;., ;vP
Margaret Ranlett, '33
Abbott Smith, '34
Louis.- Williams, '35
administration. Whereas Congress and the Dean must have seen. ... at —you know the way you do, yes, no changes in religion, or in the attitude home means that the family re,
Klizabeth Fosdick, '35
Dorothy Staples, '33
Beulnh Wilder, '85
toward it, as well as in other things. ■ nizes the bonds which have
has great lawmaking pov .-.; ite
CLUB REPORTERS
the tea dance.... when they noticed doubt! Exasperated, he finally ap- And this lessening emphasis on : corporated it as a body. Subordin*
and
bureaucratic that
Carleton Mabee, '36 administrative
Rocer Frcdland, '36
Ruth Carter, '34
pealed
for
help
via
the
air
with
a
the lights were low
if it
Phyllis Pond, '36 efficiency is not only restrained by
Pauline Jones, '34
Pauline Hanson, '36
short wave set he had been tinkering formal worship signifies that "newjtion of self is necessary to
Ruth Rowe, '36
Paul Jf-annotte, '86
Rosio Gallinari, '35
unity and to family happiness. lid
bat by the over- wasn't ghosts what were they doing? with. Now hold your seats and don't days require new ways".
Robert Saunders, '36 the constitution
Frances Hayden, '35
Nils l-ennartson, '36
Not a Straw of Hope
lapping of the executive powers ae . . .to suddenly realize that the glim stand
must be a sense of gratitude
Marjorie Avery, '35
Thelnia King, '35
up—the
correct
solution
sufficiently soused. . . or doused
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
well. Thus although Congress may was
"^Religion", he continued, "is not obligation among selves and
MANAGING DEPARTMENT
promptly came back, dictated by a
...
and
the
pink
elephants...
Mia last straw to which we cling in society. Man's utter dependency V')
Harold E. Smith, '34 make a law. Congress has very little
Isidore Arik, '34
Charles Povey, '34 to say about the carrying out of the gawd Carolyn... another?... dost student at Univ. of Texas!
Nathan Milhury, '34
nines of despair". He went on to, his social environment
Richard McAlister, '35
lize
what
defiance
of
thy
uncle
Uoud Perry, '35
B. U. has evolved the ideal track show that though the revival of forget, but recognition of it jb ".
James Oliver, '35 law. Likewise, in turning over gr» :'.'.- Samuel foregoeth... another ghost
Powers McLean, '35
er powers to the President Congr■■•
religion is thought to be a result of piety.
Francis Hutchins, '35
.me. . . the Richard of sax. . . team and, boy, watta watta team!
Gordon Jones, '^5
is merely giving the executive un- haunts
Sensible Use Of Bible
Benito Mussolini ... (50 yd. dash) depression periods because more time ,
and
of
biblical
terms
posed
a
hampered leave to use Congress'
Dr. Zerby explained that ;tiH„
is spent together in the home, such a
He can run like the Duce.
Subscription, 82.50 per real in advance.
Single Copies, Ten. Cents.
most
interesting,
not
to
say
intrito the immediate
Washington . . (shot putter) condition does not necessarily ad-1 a sensible use of the Bib:, whc-rei
Written ffotiee of change of address should be in the hands of the Business Manager laws in relation
. g question to our Lady of the George
situation. For example the powi r i
one wtek before the issue in which the change is to occur.
vauce the cause of humanity. It is more real benefit can be dt: iv. ; j ,.
He pitched his camp across the
cars...
'Tis
rumored
he
asked
her
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the President in the past four >
rather the attitudes of the individu-, it than by the usual formal type
Delaware
•'
her
'ex'
spurned
filthy
lucre....
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in regards to the sliding sea!.' of methlnke Samuel lowers himself Al Smith
(220 yds.) als in the family toward each other. | worship, and more appi
Entered as seeond class matter of the post office at Lewiston. Maine.
tariffs has been something along ill
and the spirit which pervades the modern times. In conch
He is one of the four-moist
The Editor-in-Chief assumes full responsibility for all material appearing in the edito- same
lines. By this law which llong lb" lines of one Winchell. . . .
home atmosphere which determines summed up his Temarta hy , . j
runners
in
America
rial column. Copyrights reserved. The Managing Editor is in charge of all articles in the
30 will elevate me. . . and tell of the Paul Muni
Congress legislated the President Is w
(Marathon) the quality of piety there.
that all means of culture arc ban]
News Columns.
ekly Chase
the gum chewempowered to so adjust and vary the
He had a two year's run in
There are certain fundamental without the presence of
ers...
didst
notice?....
Brud
with
Printed by Le Messager Publishing Company, Lewiston, Maine.
tariffs as to meet the tariffs and
New York
attitudes in the religious outlook whether in the home itself or in :l
side. . . but it sounded great. . .
importations of oilier countries.... one
Admiral Sims
(Relay) which determine its quality. In the larger social group of which tl
Pardon
the
error
Bresident
O'ConThis is supposedly in the favor of nel. . .
He is an excellent anchor man
truly religious mind, there is a mo- home is 6uch an important unit.
Bates At The Commons
American industry.
The great Mahatma . . (Utility man) ment of unconscious celebration, the
This, 'briefly, was the content ot
'Twas
most
pathetic...
this
seOf course all of this may be .-aid
When he runs, it's like taking
acknowledgment of grace and the very interesting address. Dr. Zerl»
There have been many criticisms of Student editorials, most
maine
to
derive
the
dirt.
.
.
for
didst
Ghandi from a baby
to be a weakness of Congress in that hibernate. . . as did Donald and Fireassumption of responsibility, an who is instructor in Biblical Liten,
trenchant of which has been the charge that they do not repr
(Broad jump) attitude we may find in a homemaker ture and Religion, is also active |
ii can not cope with varying situa- man... but wheras your uncle did Samuel Insull
that elusive thing which we call student opinion- In regard to the tions. If taken thusly such argument
His jump from America to Greece as he views contentedly his family Lewiston and Auburn church circ
■ ive the boot at the Dean's lousy
matter which we arc to consider in this editorial, those who have merely substantiate the Time's
was one of the longest on record
about him. understanding and re- and has a sustaining interest in tlfl
o'clock
the co-hibernators
And as a candidate tor a women's joicing in his obligations to his own Y.W.C.A. and the Y.M.C.A.
opinion. However Congress' fundaobjected on this basis must ai least bold their peace.
.!
greatly
to
the
morning
breakCampus criticisms of the
food at the Commons has mental raisun d'etre is not to deal fast by bringing home. . . the milk. . team, B. U. would have the usual coed who has a run in her stocking (4
economic emergencies but tn
practically subsided, but only thai il mighl return to the attack on with
formulate such laws as will widely O'Toole was hampered by con- and a dash in her eye, and is
another flank, and by this hitler we intend no pun. There are certain cover needs of the people over ;. vention ... A bunch of the boys were generally a high-stepper.
whooping it u.p. . . whoops. . . Hasfacts regarding the financing of the Commons which may be state;! period of time. It is for th
Said a worried "med" to a fair co-ed.
without any fear of dispute One of these facts is that the financing ministration to so use these laws kie.. .
Would delight my inane crave for "I feel like a ship at sea.
of the Commons has been put on a sound basis, after a number of that the best conditions will prevail. dope.
By HELEX ASHE
j the page disguised as a prince.
. . were we to get the story on Exams are near and I greatly fear
So if we can call realization of the
years. .Mi-.s Roberts took the ('(millions over at a time when there was stupidness
The following are among the more
It is of interest to note that iafl
of doing unnecessary Ken and the nurse from Wrenthem I will unlucky be!"
a considerable deficit, and has finally succeeded in clearing it up. things a weakness then one might . . . and why Secor and the boys wel- Then murmured she, "A shore I'll be. outstanding books that have recent-| is one of Miss Millay's earlier pieo
ly been added to the shelves in Co- of writing. Written during her cd
It must be remembered that those who have eaten at the Commons agree that Congress is becoming comed the Portsmouth gals back Come rest your journey o'er."
ram Library.
lege years, it was produced by Vassi
from
the
Dartmouth
Carnival
weak.
Then
darkness
tell
and
all
was
well.
during this period have been the means of making up this deficit,
students in 1*17.
and then Secor must be slipping. . . For the 'ship' had hugged the "shore'.
The League and South America
THE
PLYING
CARPET
with a consequent loss to themselves in either the quantity or the
a sailor on the bus actually bulled
—Transylvania College—
By Richard Haliburton MEX, MYTHS AXD MOVEMEY
quality of the food. Stated simply, it means that if those who have
The League of Nations which has him about the Islands.... you can
IX GERMAN LITERATURK
eaten at the commons during the time that it has been under the already worked over time trying to rest easy now Jack and Joe. . . MenClassified as a book of aeronautics
An ancient practice... the Field
By William 11
present management, had eaten elsewhere, a considerable amount handle the Manchurian affair is now dal! writes home on Bates Student Museum in Chicago has evidence to and travel, in the Flying Carpet is
asked to attempt a settlement of the
of money which lias gone to make up a deficit of what we might call Bolivia-Paraguay affair over the stationary. . . and tells the folks not prove that cribbing in exams is a unfolded a breezy account of the
With the interest spreading in i|
to think that it was printed for rather old custom. . . the evidence flight of the author and his pilot field
the Commons Co. would have gone instead into food. Now that the Gran Chaco. The two countries each him.
of German history and lite. . down at Hacker they call Mc- is a silk handkerchief covered with through Europe, the East and Afri- ture William
Rose has .published la
Commonrs is taking care of itself, it is quite natural that the ad- lay claim to this fertile region of laaii pilgrim... each time he calls tiny characters. ... the "crib" notes
ca. Among the eastern adventures set of ten scholarly papers Th*
ministration should desire U> keep it out of the red. When this care central South America and are sendmakes a little more progress.
were used by studes writing civil
included a second swim in one of should be of special interest not on
loes economist Rartlett know that
is exercised at the expense of those who eat there, it becomes dis- ing armies into the region. In
exams during the Kang-Hi the lily ponds of the Ta] Mahal, done- to German majors, but also to I
hostilities have been centered there those with the least principle draw service
dvnasty three centuries ago. HO. in an attempt to silence the de- ardent radio followers of Ba:
tinctly objectionable.
during the past years although
,tha most interest... again our Kay
tractors of his first adventure. Hali-1 Munchausen. Showing a sy-mpathDuring the boom .Mars when prices and wages were both high attempts at conquest and counter think.-. . . that Hoover's bed has a HUM.
burton offers a panorama of eml understanding of tha ideals
there were few objections to the price of food at Commons. Since the attack have developed only within depression in it... Whilst keeping
Holy Cross Tomahawk comes to chanting experience.-,, fresh and un- beliefs .prompting the various ,m.n
the
year.
A
strange
feature
of
the
fall of '29, with the consequent sharp decline in wages and in the
my diary above ye gutter it groweth
front with this swelegant defini- hackneyed. In this book he has made ments or myths, a keener in6igh-. M
war is that two generals ot foreign ixc edingly punny.... 'Twere bad the
of a "yes" man. It defines him excellent use of his experiences, mix- gained into the historical baefl
prices of food, cany students have looked for some adjustment. origin
are in command of the war- indeed and did Willie Shakespeare tion
as an individual who has the courage ing adventure, sentiment, scenery ground of Werther, the war-'::sl
Those who are required to eat at the Commons find that their money ring forces. One fought for i!ie
see ii . . . but. . . O'Neil was asked
is worth much less there than at other eating places. The University French at Verdun while the Other. to contribute a few-cents to help the of other people's convictions. Oh yes. and humour in the right proportions. period of German literature, maa
and present society is not civilidieval beasts, into the fascinat:::*
the
leader
of
the
Bolivian
force*
of Maine, an institution in this slate that is subject to nearly the
MEX ACiAIXST DEATH
old ladies home
he did. but zation, but chisilization.
served
on
the
staff
of
Field
Marshall
By Paul DeKruif legends of Grimmelhausen and of thl
same conditions as Bates, has seen its way clear to reduce its rates
wondered
how often those old
great awe inspiring and mirth-pr 1
von Hindenburg during
li ladles went on a bat and needed taxi
for board to $5.50 a week. There appears to us to be no reason why. Paul
This book is the result of not only voking feats of Baron MunchausenF
Creat War.
fare
home
Are
glasses
defence
under careful management, The same adjustment might not be made
thorough investigation into the work This book is valued highly ae
If it so happens that the League mechanism.; Bud?. . . and here's one
here.
of the scientific researchers, but also "continuous reflection of the agen.'l
can settle this dispute much credit for you Ollie
we didn't wear
personal interviews with such men
if the Commons Co. was able to clear up a heavy deficit during is due it for two reasons. First both
sees a thousand years ago. . . and
Continued from Page One
HUMAN BEING
as
Finsen, discover of the curative
countries
have
at
various
times
yet
look
at
the
fine
place
nature
years of prosperity by charging a seven dollar rate to each person,
would mean that about 1440 effect of light rays; Rollier, the sun
By Christopher Morlej
owned the territory and the claims made for the glasses to hang on. . . which
persons visited the chemistry exhibits doctor; Spencer, conqueror of the
then, with that deficit cleared up. with the iseven dollar rate still are many on either side. Second, due
At this particular stage in liter**
prevailing, and with the price of food at pre-war levels, the Com- to public opinion gathered over the our cars. . . Ob! . . . I'm gonna marry during the two evenings.
spotted fever; Borting, discoverer of
abroad. . . the women are more cosJohn Hanley of the geology depart- insulin. In this, the most exciting of ture when books are rapidly beiagf
mons Co. is at the present time realizing a healthy surplus. This Manchurian affair the League is mopolitan. . . Well I'll just marry
ment also made an unofficial es- the books he has yet written, De-! run off the press, it is difficult
statement must be qualified by adding that it may be that improve- decidedly held to be rather impotent. alas!. . .
timate of the crowd, and reported Kruif weaves the perilous ex-; ascertain their lasting <jual:;
If
by
any
chance
a
League
settlement
ments in plant and food in the last few years have taken up the
Being is no exception to thi«.l
. . Samuel thy pate hummeth that at least 1100 people visited the periences
of this dispute is forthcoming th< of Teh.
men into tales j Human
yet critics say that this is a noTffl
low humor. . . t'would be wise to top floor of Carnegie Science. It was comparableof tothese
surplus which has resulted since the deficit has been made up. The League's par value will go up conthose
of
the
old
west-!
cease thy plunderings on current apparent that all of the spectators ern front. Men Against Death has! more rich, more rare and more sa
extent of such improvements at the Commons has not been so great siderably.
campus sayings and betake thyself did not see the work of the geolo- aptly been called a "vivid report of beyond anything iMorley has
as to justify this as an excuse, however, a fact which is also deWorld Economic Conference
io the strong-stomached editor.... gists, and hence it is believed that the latest skirmishes in the long written. The Saturday Review
monstrated by the apparent willingness of the administration to
Literature further adds. "If at rM
Concerning the economic con- but hold awhile. . . thy pillow seem- 1500 people is a good conservative battle of disease."
allow a reduction in rates, at the cost of some reduction in the ference to be held in Washington or eth easy and thy prattle interesting estimate for the whole crowd.
end. in spite of all accumulated 1 :-B
quality or quantity of the food. This condition we do not believe is London some time this year there is to ye uninformed masses... so will
More persons were present Friday THE PRIXCFSS MARRIES THE tail, Richard Roe remains nebu'. «
in contrast to the characters arouafl
one definite thing in the midst of continue tittering and introduce a night than Thursday. The crowd inPAGE
necessary to a reduction in rates.
l
members of '36 for the forth- cluded many high school students,
By Edna Si. Vincent Millay him it is because he is less a ' I
If it is necessary under the present management, then we believe much vagueness. That one thing Is few
than a symbol, one of the mill . 4
that international economic question- coming ride that so aptly has become and it was also noticeable that the
that management is operating inefficiently, and should be can not be settled until the Tinted part of the curriculum here at clergy of Lewiston and Auburn were
Of no great literary importance ot quiet, honest, unobstrusive
"9
changed. Unless there i* a substantial reduction in the rates of food States takes a definite and outs;
Bietes.. .
is this one act romantic drama. But zens, shrewd, childlike and roma
M
epecially well represented.
it
does
have
an
appeal,
a
gayety
and
Reactions To Exhibit
A little speed Parfitt... I'm becontent with little and lost Withi 'M
at the Commons, students are justified in harboring the suspicion •Uand on war debts. Of course such
One of the most interesting lightness of tone which, combined love."
that they are paying more than they ought to. There is an ethical a stand has before been taken but a ginning to wonder what your part is
play rehearsals. . . Mary Ham and features of the whole affair was the with a painstaking care in its
The final impression is of the i
obligation which the administration owes to the student on this step of less rigidity towards debtors at
and did you reaction of the crowd to the various writing, classes it as a piece of art. plication af unusual competen
is extremely essential to world con- the rumble seat
specific question, namely, to offer to the student, food at as low a ditions.
Of
course
economist- know that the dean was at the exhibits. The comments were many A.> the title suggests, it is a charm- solving an interesting problem—t
price as is consistent with sound management, because underclass- generally agree that complete can- Auburn Friday night. Mary?. . . Nor- and varied; some showed that they ing portrayal in verse of the romance' tracing of the main happening*
were well acquainted with the field of the beautiful princess who marries the life of .Richard Roe
men are obliged in their turn to eat at the Commons. Otherwise, we cellation would stimulate trade and mie has climbed aboard again
of science, while others showed a
may assume that we are members of a business and not an edu- economic rehabilitation. Although Who slept in Palmer's bed?
the United States will hardly take Dean and Fields compare notes on lack of information in respect to
eational. institution.
such a drastic step it is fairly certain 'he cream business. . . cow's that?.. some of the most elementary subthat some means of reduction will Emily Post Pignone will give lessons jects.
The student instructors did their
be
forthcoming. The United States, if on etiquette at the table. . . Oh booo
From The Bates Garnet, May 1030
Miriam and her best to explain the exhibits, and to
Continued from Page One
it demands payment, can take no you buttercup
Continued from Page One
other course than accepting an un- friend from Harvard, er I mean Bow- answer questions. Some of the less professor of geology at Harvard
Beginning
sharply at 7:30 chair-i
dcin
tripped
gaily.
.
.
as
did
Fran.
.
.
favorable balance of trade. This
technical demonstrations proved to University. Dr. Mather is a graduate
would of course both hit U. S. in- and did you see Brad., nonchalance be the most popular with the crowd, of Dennison University, an institu- man Belleau '33 will call upon kejj
e
dustry and result in foreign suprema- personified... Skip coufiding in the while the work of Reynold Burch in tion of approximately the same size noter Seamon to formally open <!'
in
conference.
The
general
publi.
^
j
didst forsake the the chemistry department attracted as Bates, to which he later returned
cy in our American market. It is parallel bars
vited to attend and it is hoped that
By R. W. C. '33
most certain that the government horses for the bars?. . . Ah. but then much attention.
a6 a teacher. Dr. Mather has given
could not allow such a procedure. there's another Chase this week...
The taste of the synthetic punch much thought and attention to the the attendance will be large.
Represen t a t i \ < ■ and the hearts will be mended.... was one thing on which everyone relation of science and religion. He
President-elect
Roosevelt's
recent
Cm sure that God's band strayed when he made me,
The countries and their repr«-i
talks with the British ambassador, and others torn. . . C'est la vie. . . . could well express an opinion. Some expressed some of his opinions in his
Over jagged mountains isagging into misty mornings
one of which was held yesterday, are mate toujours gai. . . toujours gai. . . liked it well enough to drink two or recent book "Science In Search of sentatives are:
Austria. Frank Byron '33: Ba*
attempts on the two countries part to
three glasses, others liked the taste God", which has had a large sale
Over the drone of a propellor's whining song
kans, John Roche '33; Baltics. Saarrive at definite satisfactory agreebut said that for some reason they and wide popularity.
muel Scolnick '33: China, Mildred
In amonfr earth worms and scarlet butterflies
ments. Such agreements are essential
didn't enjoy drinking anything synTuesday .morning Dr. Mather will Mover '33, Robinson Johnston ".
if the World Economic Conference
thetic, and still others reported that
Across the traceries of wings and songs,
is to be at all a success.
it tasted like shellac.
^[uallffor1 aP^it'edand *£! *
^.echo^iovakia'D^na.dslaff'ord -i0f E
And stopped in a dusky, gypsy caravan
Quite a few students—even sopho- fnterv^ews w-ith S, "T^
"*land. James Balano '34, Thorn*
Wh
™, of
M
^,
° wirt,
«« | „m„
Musgrave
Carl
Milliken
'35, •vv.
L»mores and juniors—admitted that FsnecHuTrt«
Remembering his. work,
e^peciall}
dcirous
conierr
nir
i—v '34.
•■>•>
n..._,..
«:„...„_
conferring
wirJh
cille
Jack
'33, Beatrice
Nielson
their visit to the exhibit marked the mm. luesday evening at eight
Then hurriedly twisted it together with wistful shadows
France,
Lionel
Lemieux
'33.
Jear.
first time that they had ever been o'clock in the chapel 'Dr. ,Math
„er will Murray '35. Helen Hamlin '33; d'And bronze skies
inside either one or both of the present the subject "Where Religion
many, Herbert Jensen '33. Inge vor.
science
buildings.
A
great
.many
stuAnd this was I,
Science Meet". This lecture is Mueller '33. Joyce Foster '35; Indiadents, some of whom have had and
open to the public and town friends Nathan iMillbury '34, Olive Grover
Bates co-eds are again afforded an
I, who had to face the world with a soul filled with lean
courses in the department of biology, are
invited.
opportunity to entertain their guests
'34, Arline Edwards '36: Ireland.
said that they had never visited the
searchings
at the Woman's Locker Building to,'cTie,i"eS.day 6V«ning Jrom seven to Bernard Dre^ '34, Francis CNid
Stanton Museum before the exhibit. Qeight-thirty,
the
men
and
women
will
But God was sorry for his wanderings
morrow night from 7.30 to 9.30.
'34, Eva Sonstrom '35; Italy. BertPeople outside the college expressThis innovation at Bates affords
ed great surprise to learn that Bates MW ^eUle/ in Cha6e Hal> t°r an- ram Antine '33, Margaret Perki"*
And thinking himself kihd
a fine opportunity for a social evenDishonest writing, evasion of the had courses in such subjects ae
,'35. Frances Hayden '35; Japanlr
He glazed my purple soul with sweet laughter.
ing of cards or games.
d1sdcuirnm''anHd6re an0t,hen Sumner Raymond '34, Patricia Abfact-;, and coloring of the facts were surveying and photography. Other n^U
Wi
n
q
The Woman's Athletic Association ihe main themes in Mr. Paul Whit- spectators learned for the first time inlrnHnr.i«~
^^^ "^=with
S°rs null
1 have to go on
.
-«*«» ^he
mc reoucio
bott '34,
ot.irioience
FlorenceOgden '33; Poland.
has graciously cooperated with Hie beck's talk on "Sinister Sides of that Bates has more than one science f ,t
guiding the thought J Gault Brown '34; Rumania, Charles
Even though the glaze is thin in some places
Student -Government and has loaned Journalism" that he delivered to the building.
ot the evening along the lines off Whipple '34; Russia. Donald Smith
the equipment of various games, Student Board last Wednesday at
Like a grimy ship ploughing into the sunset of the sea,
Human Embryos
"-Religion and Social Progress". '34, Frances Brackett '33; Spain.
euch as ping pong, paddle tennis, it's weekly meeting.
People gazed with amazement on Music for the meeting of this evening Robert Fitterman '3 4, Mary Fuller
And people whisper, "How wonderful to be so gay".
ring tennis and shuffle hoard, also
Showing that journalists have a such things ae fossils, human em'34, Walter Norton '35; United
tables are available for card parties. duty to perform to the 'public Mr. bryos, or even Western Union sim- «'iU be furnished .by both the Bates States. Theodore Seamon '34. Lillian
But little do they know that this is all the youth I have
The facilities of the kitchen are ob- Wh-'tbeek urged that they se-t forth plex machines. It was difficult to Quartet and the Garnet Trio. At Bean '34.
To measure my Hie by.
tainable for the making of fudge; ihe the facts in true and uncolored form. convince some of the people that nine o'clock the three day Institute
Besides these above-mentioned
co-eds will furnish all the necessary He went on to show that newspapers what they saw was actually true. All
representatives there are others
Jill
come
to
an
end
with
the
regular
ingredients and utensils.
are next to none in educational value. seemed to be favorably impressed.
working with the <varlous delegadormitory discussions.
tions.
BUSINESS MANAGES
A. J. Latham, Jr., '33
(Tel. 83364)

MEN AQAINST DEATH" ONE
OF NEW BOOKS IN LIBRASJ

Exhibition

Rel. Institute

Model Conference

Creation

INFORMAL PARTY IN
LOCKER BUILDING

Paul Whitbeck
Speaks At Bates
Student Meeting

Dishonest Writing And
Evasion Of Facts
Theme^Of Talk
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Politics Clubs
Prof. Hovey Gives
To Send Students Word of Cheer In
To League Conf. Chapel Exercises

CHESS GROUP HAS
MEETING MONDAY

With a small but enthusiastic
group in attendance .the first steps
in introducing chess as a campus activity were taken Monday night in
Chase Hall when a few informal
games were run off for a period of
three hours. President Gray and Mr.
M. Howell Lewis of the Psychology
Dept. aided with their cooperation bv
playing a few exhibition games.
Additional games are planned for
next Monday might when it is exProfessor .Hovey spoke a word of pected that some of the chess noviccheer in chapel last Friday. In spite es will attend. Charts were kept of
of the tangled turmoil of contempora- the moves in the games last Monry events—the attempted assassina- day and these will be reviewed with
tion of the president-elect, the fact the intention of correcting a few
of Japan's breaking with-the League faults that came up and to introof Nations, the continued depression, duce some of the intricate steps and
murder, suicide, and panic. Professor openings that aid toward a better
Hovey pointed out that the world game. The group which will adopt a
has survived numberless depressions definite organization soon proposes
in the past.
to purchase some chess journals and
He quoted from Thomas Carlysle, these with the aid of books that
whose statements seemed to have Pres. Gray will offer assure a scientific study of the game that has be-6e'
The situation which seemed eo come so popular in other colleges
community
organizadeplorable to Carlysle in 1843 is now and among
forgotten. In ninety years, who will tions.
Among those attending were:
know of our present difficulties?
"Moreover", stated Professor Ho- Pres. Gray, Mr. Lewis, Charles Lavey, "voices arise from depression tham '33, Charles Pottle '33, Richwhich enrich the earth." He gave as ard Stetson '34, Donald Smith '34,
Roger Fredland
an example George Key, who fled Gault Brown "34,
from England during its civil war; '36, and Donald Bond '33. Thomas
he went to the continent, later to Musgrave '34 was in charge of arAmerica, and finally back to Eng- rangements for the evening.

Seven Delegates To At- World Has Weathered
tend Gathering At
Many Depressions
Northampton
In Past, He Says
A delegation at members of the
Men's and Women's Politics Clubs
das been chosen to represent Bates
at a model 'League of Nations' Conference to be held at Northampton,
Mats, under the auspices of Smith
ond Amherst Colleges starting Wednesday. March
8 and
continuing
through Friday, March 10. The del, ■ .ration headed
by James Balano
•:14. who is also a delegate of the
Economic Conference here to-day,
includes Vincent Belleau '33, Donald Stafford '33,
Bertram
•33. Robert Pitterman '34. BeSe
Nielsen '33, and Mary Fuller '34.
The conference will take up important current issues as nearly as
possible after the fashion
of the
League or Nations.
College delegations representing the different nations in the league win uphold the
policies of those nations in a general assembly. Committees
will be
appointed to investigate problems
brought out in the discussions.
Problem of Manchuria
Among the more important questions to be considered will be the
present unsettled state of affairs in
Manchuria. A solution to the ecoromic situation, the settlement of
war debts, and a compromise in the
Bolivia-Columbia boundary dispute
will also be sought by the model
league.
The Bates delegates have been
assigned,
through Amy
C. Scott,
general secretary of the conference,
the presentation of Esthonian policies on these questions.

land. In spite of T>rosocution, he kept
a deep faith in Providenc.", and was
the writer of "How Firm a Foundation", which was the hymn sung at
the close of the chapel exercises.
:o.

GIVES DINNER PARTY
Miss Eleanor Libby was hostess to
a dinner and theater party after the
Student Government tea dance Friday. Feb. 17. 1933, at her home. The
party attended the theater.

T. Jc Murphy
Fur Company

BATES PICTURES
A group picture is being
taken of the students who are
children or grandchildren of
alumni, former students, farulty
or trustees. This is to be used in
a big pictorial Bulletin to be
sent to parents and alumni, and
it is urged that all those who
come in this group make a
special effort to be present.
1>ATK: Thursday, Feb. S3, 1988
HOUR: 12.05 P. M.
PliACK: i lj in iM-iii in
Individual notices have been
sent from the Alumni Office. If,
however, any of those who are
eligible have for any reason not
received their cards, it, would be
much appreciate*! if they would
go to the Gym with the others
at the appointed hour. There
are about seventy in this group.

Men Vote For
But Disagree On
Council Changes
Heated Discussion On
Proposed Change In
Election Of Pres.
PROPOSAL AMBIGUOUS
NewRule Would Make Election of Pres. Dependent
on Past Service

STUDENT COUNCIL
ELECTIONS MAR. 20
The Student Council, through
its PreaMent, Robert Swett, has
announced that the all-coUese
elect inn day will lie on Monday, Mai eli 20 in Chase Hall.
As last year, voting will be o|>en
to the entire student body, and
practically all the campus oflicers will be elected at this
t ime.
All
campus
organizations
desiring to be included in the
general elections are asked to
have their nominations submitted to the Council and ready
for posting not later than March

Donald R. Smith Pres. and Mrs.
Proves He Has a Gray Entertain
At Round Table
Generous Heart

«.
residences shall be nominated by the
Council and elected by each dormitory, with meetings occurring at the
diV.retion of the President of the
Council.
Xo Weekly Meeting
Meetings of the Council shall
henceforth be called by the President or upon request of three members of the Council, instead of biweekly as formerly.
The next article concerned election
of officers of the Council on General
Election
Hay. An proposed, the
Senior who receives the most votes
would become President of the Council and
Assembly, "unless he is
ineligible by not having served for
at least one ypar. In this case he
would be Vice-President. Otherwise,
the Senior receiving the second highest number of votes would become
Vice-President. The Junior receiving
the most votes would become Secretary-Treasurer.
The wording of the proposal seemed ambiguous to the Assembly,
causing a dissension over the election
of President and Vice-President on
the same basis of service. The article,
by votes, was tabled for rearrangement and later discussion.
Due to limited time the remaining
mailers listed, including proposed
omissions and additions, were set
aside until a later meeting.

At a meeting in the Chapel. Wednesday. Feb. 15. several proposed
changes in the Constitution of the
Student Council were approved and
others were tabled for later dlsniWBten by the men of the Student
Body.
Robert Swett -33. President of the
Student Council, presided. By way of
entertainment, the Little Symphony
Orchestra, directed by Norman De
' Marco' 34 gave several pleai-iim
selections, after which the women
i were excused.
Berry Opens Mooting
Herbert Berry "33, Senior member
1
of the Athletic Council and President
of the Varsity Club, brought to attention the proposed new
ruling,
which states that a Varsity "B" may
be witheld by three-quarters vote of
the Council, from any person
not
deserving it. and may be awarded to
Seniors, who have been
prevented
from participation through injury,
uipon recommendation of the Physical
Director, coach and captain. This
proposition was approved by a large
majority of affirmative votes.
Vote Election Change
The proposed new Student Council
articles, were then presented for discussion and vote. It was voted to
have the President and Vice-President of the Council elected by the
As.-embly from the Senior candidates
"We need men who can think out
for membership in the Council. The a solution to the problems of this
president must have served
satis- serious time, and we need other men
factorily for at least one year on the capable of carrying out the plans of
those who make the study of our
Council.
Saltonstall,
Under the new 'provision, the problems."—Leverett
Board of Dormitory Officers consist-' Speaker of the Massachusetts House
ing of students of the various men's | of Representatives.

Donald
R.
Smith,
who
demonstrated in the Boston Garden
Saturday evening that he IB a good
half miler. winning the claee B 8S0
yard championship, demonstrated to
Coach Thompson and the members of
the track team Saturday morning
that he is also a very generous young
man.
When the bus with the Bates
entrants in the University Club meet
was ready to leave lewiston for
Bcston at six-thirty Saturday morning, two members of the team were
missing. The bus had to leave to
make connections, and there was no
way of reaching the men. But Smith,
of the Marblehead Smiths, had two
thoughts for the missing men and
one for himself.
He offered to take the extra tickets, stay behind in Lewiston and
find the two men who had failed to
arrive on time, and wait with them
for the afternoon nus. This would
have meant that Smith would have
missed part of the meet, and that
also through lack of rest after the
trip would have injured his own
chances of winning the half mile.
Coach Thompson declined the
offer, believing that it was the men's
own fault if they did not arrive on
time. As a result, two members of
the Bates team hitch-hiked to Boston, but it was not because Don
Smith is lacking in generosity.

FIRE AND CANDLE
LIGHT ATMOSPHERE
AT CHASE TEA DANCE
More than ninety couples enjoyed
the informal atmosphere of Are—
and candle-light at the Student
Government tea dance in Chase
hall. Feb. 17. The hall was decorated
in Valentine colors, with red and
white flowers on the tea tables at
one end of the hall. The music was
provided by the Georgians, a local
orchestra popular at campus dances.

Est. 1873
Lewiston,

Maine

The latest styles and quality
In sport wear, you can hope to use
Are now at prices all so low
That all can be well-dressed, we knew
At Murphy's, the clothiers of quality.

Now In Effect On All"
OPICT leaves of
tobacco
are strung to dry
and cure in the sun.

Suede, Leather and Woolen

TURKISH

Sportswear
and

Ski-Suits
Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON
Main Street
YEAR

SCHOOL PAPERS

B00KS

1£

MERRILL & WEBBER CO.
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS
95-99

MAIN

STREET.

AUBURN.

MAINE
ANNOUNCEMENTS

PROGRAMS

X.

COAL, WOOD and COKE

COMPLETE

1800
W.ggjgg*
APBPBN

AND

_X

Harry L. Plummer

FUEL CO.

MOST

OT-TO-DATB

Luggage Store E»»t of Botton

Fogg's Leather Store

PORTRAIT—Commercial and
Finishing Photography
New Studio
At 135 Main St.,
Lewiston, - Maine.

BILL
The Barber
For

Eds and Co-Eds
CHASE HALL

DISTINCTIVE
BEAUTY

Lewiston Monumental
Works
S

1 never knew before

GROUND FLOOR

TAXI
4040

J

ell, that's something' about cigarettes
Wu

LEWISTON, MAINE.

123 MAIN ST.,

BPHTC0

MO B^ S?rer

Telephone 4634-B

Announce Dates
of Mirror Pictures
The group picture* for the Mirror
will be taken according to the below
schedule. Everyone is asked to be on
time and thus facilate matters and
allow the schedule to be run off as
posted. Pictures not scheduled will
be taken at a later date.
Wednesday, February 22
l.Olt Laurence Chemical Society
1.15 Itauisdcll Scientific Socidy
Thursday, February 23
l.o" Outing OMb.
(OlTlcen and directors.)
1.15 Lambda Alpha
Friday, February 24
I -< in I.., Petite Academic
1.15 I'lii Sigma lota
Saturday, February 25
l.OO (iiu-iict Staff
1.15 Orphic Swiety
Monday, February 27
1.00 Jordan Scientific Society
1.15 Phil-Hellenic Socioly
Tuesday, February 2H
l.OO Student Council
1.15 Student Government
;o:
»

Continued from Page One
The game was just as exciting as
any the writer has ever seen, a Bates
team participating
in, and it was
not known until the last few seconds
whether or not Bowdoin could tie
the score. It was evident that Balis
had the better and the more inspired sextet, but Bowdoin's forwardline was threatening constantly,
and if Soba and Berry had not done
so well with the checking, and with
their job of sending the Puck way
deep in Bowdoin territory all the
time, the result might have been
otherwise.
A biggcr-than-avcrago crowd was
present to enjoy the Bates victory,
and the boys got a big hand at the
close of the game.
Second Game
Friday afternoon,
the
Bobcat
skaters met a less-cocky Polar Bear
on the latte.r's own rough ice. After
a rather slow first period, the two
teams started scrapping, giving referee Jeremiah
plenty to worry
abouit, and plenty to watch. There
was no scoring, however. The work
of both Heldman and Hayden was
too good; Heldman, especially, was
making impossible stops.
In the last period. Bates scored
the only tally of the game. The forward lime got the puck inside the
blue line, and Swett let it drive at
Hayden for the score. After this,
Bowdoin pushed harder than ever in
a desperate attempt to tie the score,
but again Heldman proved himself
inpenc-trable,
and the score stood
1-0 until the last whistle.
This last game, by the way, is the
first state series shut-out played in
three years.

Bates Trackmen

GOOGIN
1801
Pbonoi
114 B.U.8 Street
LEWISTOK

President and -Mrs. Gray entertained the members of the Bates
Round Table at their home last Friday evening. Mr. Harry W. Rowe
presided at the meeting and introduced the speaker.
Prof.
Milton
Ellis, head of the English Department at the University of Maine,
who gave an interesting talk on the
subject,
'"Puritanism
as an Attitude". Mr. Kllis, in his discourse,
brought out the fact that a general
idea of a Puritan is the Nathaniel
Hawthorne type, one living a hard,
stern life with no pleasures.
He
spoke of the Protestant Reform iu
England, brought about by the Puritans who believed that the only
way of salvation was through the
divine aid of the Saviour. A true Puritan, however, as Prof. Ellis believes, is a reformer, feeling that
present conditions are wrong and
that he must improve the present
imperfection of humanity.
:o:

Bates Title

General Reduction

K

Prof Milton Ellis Of U.
Of Maine Talks On
Puritanism

-^'^^^^

/^m%

HERMAN'S

c7

KASS
MOCCASINS AND SHOES
BA
SUEDE JACKETS
Main Street,
Lewiston.

..The Governor's wife is just like
an/other woman."-Mr6. G. Pinchot.

-tL wmm& -t/uit's Mdhr
-tL curarctit-t/ui&ZateBetter

I'd never thought much about what's inside a
Chesterfield cigarette. But I have just been reading
something that made me think about it.
Just think of this, some of the tobacco in Chesterfield—the Turkish—comes from 4000 miles away!
And before it is shipped every single leaf is packed
by hand. All because Turkish tobacco is so small
and delicate.
Of course I don't know much about making
cigarettes, but I do know this—that Chesterfields are
milder and have a very pleasing aroma and taste.
They satisfy—and that's what counts with me!
© 1955, Ltocrrr * Mrnts TOBACCO Co.

Continued from Page One
in the University Club meet last
week, and Butler came in second to
him.
Jellison is practically conceded
the victory in the mile, with his
4:37 3-5 time of a week ago to substantiate the claim. Semetauskis
and Malloy will be other entries.
And then In the two-mile race, Winston is due to be Bates' best man.
It has been suggested to look for
surprises in the hurdle events with
Pendleton and Purington the gentlemen doing the surprising. Both of
them are new faces on the squad,
Purington having stayed out of the
running since his freshman year,
but it is expected that they will do
some good work this year. Burch
and Eaton are the veterans who will
also enter the hurdle events.
As for field events, it remains for
Bob Kramer and Verdelle Clark to
account for whatever few Bates
points may find themselves in the
final summary. Kramer ought to
take the high jump; he did 5:10 in
the University Club meet. Kramer
again stands a chance to score in
the discus, with Clark closely behind him; Clark is due to score
more points in the shot put.
Keller, Fitterman, and Jensen
will do the
broad jumping
for
Bates, and Kennie Bates is the only
Bobcat pole-vaulter in captivity. It
is probable that if any one of the
last quartet named does any scoring, it will be Harry Keller. He has
done twenty feet, seven inches this
winter .though not iu competition.
Anicetti, Taylor,
and Carlin
are
other entries for Bates in the weight
events.

■ 'I
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to be improving, it has been necessary in the past to secure an outsider
to help out in baseball for part the
season, at least: so why not retain
McCluskey to assist Morey thruout
the 'baseball season, and as hockey
coach and an addition to the foot-j
ball coaching staff as well? It would;
well be worth the price for Bates i
to place McCluskey under salary immediately.
WHY THE SECRECY
By VINCENT BEJLLEAU
REGARDING BASK BALL?
Speaking of baseball, why all the
SPORTS SHORTS: Leon Frangewhich seems to be entangled
dakie hag a future ahead of him in secrecy
the wrestling business. Watching with the location of the park where!
The Hebron hockey team defeated
him doing his daily exercising in the j Bates will play ball this spring? It
seem that it would make the freshmen by the score of 3-0 at
gym, and he impressed us that way! doesn't
It looks as if there won't' much difference whether or not the, the St. Dom's Arena last Wednesday
be politics
in
at
least
one announcement was made now or, night. Rough ice bothered both
captaincy election this year: Refer- later, and it would stop rumors by j teams throughout and slowed the
ring to the probable choice of Bob telling the news now. Students in the game considerably. It was the seButler for the cross-country leader- j clai-s of one professor connected with cond and last game for the yearship... Butler is doing good work athletics insist they were told off- lings who lost to Kents Hill a couago.
in track, theae days. . . Joe Murphy's I handedly that there would be no pleInweeks
the second period the Hebron
leg fracture was as bad as they make baseball at all this spring. Let U6
boys went an a rampage and pushed
them, and yet he took the shock ' have the dope.
By the way, we did not say in last through three goals in rapid sucterribly well. His last words as he;
Aside from this momentary
wa6 being carried off to the ambu-! week's Student that we were penson- cession.
lapse on the part of the freshmen,
lance was for the boys to go on and , nally in favor of dropping baseball the
game was fairly even. The forWe merely stated the possibiliwin the game. Murphy has 'been a! here.
of it, due to the rumors that have ward lines on both teams were ungood player in hockey, in foot-j ty
to work the puck down into
ball and baseball as well; he was i just been mentioned, and because of able
their opponents territory, and as a
also one of the campus' most jovial the apparent popularity of sport consequence a great many long
chaps. The accident has probably: curtailment everywhere. We think shots were taken.
time has not yet come when col-;
ended his participation in college the
In the final period the freshmen
lege baseball should be dropped in
athletics.
played an inspired game, outplayMaine.
There
is
still
enough
interest
TWO BOWDOIN" GAMES
In the sport in this vicinity to war- ing the Hebron boys altogether.
GOOD WAY TO KXI) SEASOX
its inclusion on the sports pro-' But though they kept the puck in
Ray McCluskey had all the reason rant
gram.
it would not be sur- Hebron territory most of the pein the world to jump about eight prisingHowever,
to
hear
such
an announce-', riod they were unable to tally. The
feet in the air after the second
forward line 'for Hebron, Davenport.
ment.
victory in two days ov«r Bowdoin.
Thompson, ar.d Ryneska showed
.IOIIX
GROSS
TRYIXC.
last Friday. Ray literally sailed thru
great hockey. For Bates Tor- | some
space'for a couple of seconds, and TO AROUSE <;oi.F INTEREST
res', Curtin. Simpson did well in the
John
Cross,
former
Martindale
the entire squad of Bates-minded
1 excellent defensive work. Both Merspectators watching the game felt in : caddy, has fallen heir to our golf rill and Butler looked well in the
propaganda
of
last
year,
and
is
now
the same mood as did McCluskey.
goal for Bates.
The two victories in a row made up personally conducting an investiga-j The summary:
for the previous Bowdoin win by a tion which will reveal whether or HEBRON (3)
(0) BATES
long eight, and Ray ought to feel not Bates will have a golf'team this Thompson, lw
rw, Torrey
proud of his success in his first spring. It would not cost any- Ryneska, rw
lw, Stetson
coaching venture. The hockey men thing to make the idea a reality, 60 Davenport, c
c, Curtin
have showed more respect and ad- Gross ought not to meet with any Haskell, Id
rd, Stevenson
miration for McCluskey as their official denial.
Bennett, rd
Id, Gran.non
coach than is usual in the average j INDIVIDUAL COLE
Kimball, g
g, Merrill
MEMBERSHIPS
POSSIBLE
sqnad. He developed it from good
Spares, Hebron—Riley. Kennedy,
For
those
who
are
not
golfers
of
material to more than very good
Williams, Saladino, Morgan, Sawteam calibre, but who would like to yer.
material
spend an afternoon or two a week
HOCKEY IS OVER
Spares. Bates—Simpson, Fields,
on the Auburn course, there is a Mann, I'arfit, Dumais, Butler.
XOW WHAT XE.YT? BASEBALL?
We do not believe the idea has possibility of arranging for a ten
Scoring:
been mentioned, and it may be out of dollar college-year membership. The
Hebron, Thompson, scrimmage . 1
place to say so, but we believe Mc- co-eds are doing something like it. min.
Cluekey ought to be retained on the with W.A.A. paying half the bill.
Hebron. Thompson, scrimmage
Bates' coaching staff. Due to Coach :; Why not the resumation of con- four mi: .
Morey's illness, which does not seem versationa with the golf club.
Hebron, unassisted nine minutes.

5P0RT5

Hebron Pins 3-0
Defeat On First
Year Hockey Men

Green Scores All Its
Goals In Second Period Of Slow Game

Pine Tree State affair. This event
was run in two heats, and the winners were, picked on best times.
Smith crossed the tape in two
minutes,
three
and
three-fifth
seconds.
Jellison Takes Mil©
Russell Jellison, state mile holder
and this year's cross-country captain,
showed his old form when he came
in to cop first in the class B mile.
It was a hard fought race throughout between Jellison and Hilton of
Colby with Jellison opening up in the
last twenty or thirty yard6 to squeeze
past the tape before the Waterville
runner. Third in his event was taken
by Sematauskis of Bates, a strong
runner who was a team-mate of
Jellison on the cross-country tea_
this fall. Jellison executed the mile
in four minutes, thirty seven and
three-fifth seconds.
The class B 45 yard high hurdles
went to Ray McLaughlin of Bowdoin. who is New England champion,
and has already tied the world
ARNOLD ADAMS
record In this event three times. He
ran over the high timbers in IX
seconds flat. He was followed by
Goddard of Maine with Puringtton.
of Bates close upon his heels. Ray
Burcb the other Bates entrant in this
Continued from Page One
event was shut out in the semi-finals
honors in the SSU run. Second place when he finished second to Goddard
in this event was taken by his teammate Bob Butler, who starred on the of Maine.
two-mile relay last week. Third in
"One must have loyalty and
this event was taken by Ken Black
of the University of Maine squad character if he is to be efficient."which thus turned this event into a Admiral Williams S. Sims.

One Mile Team

PARAMOUNT DANCE STUDIO
186. LISBON

ST..

SEAM0N TO ATTEND
Sophomores To
DARTMOUTH MEETING
Debate Lewiston Theoodre Seamon '34 will reprcser.f Bates at the conference of tha
Green International to be hold at
Power Project Dartmouth
Friday, (Saturday, and
Sunday.
Prize Debaters Meet Tomorrow Night In
Little Theater

At this conference delegates from
the various colleges will meet and
discuss the international problem.;
of War Debts and Diearmameni.

The Sophomore Prize Debate will
take place Thursday evening, February 23, in the Little Theatre at
7-30 o'clock. The subject of the debate te Resolved: that the city of
Lewiston should extend its power
and lighting system so that it can
supply the citizens of the city. The
affirmative side will be upheld by
Thomas Vernon, George Orestis,
and Ray Stetson. The negative will
be maintained by Ralph Musgrave,
Charlotte Longley, and William
Haver.
Norman Greig is manager of the
debate, and Gordon Jones, sophomore class president, will preside.
The judges are to be Prof. Whitbeck, and Prof. Berklemari', and the
audience will be the third judge.

Sport coats, corduroy slacks, toques, short hose
—wool, all colors,
turtle neck swe».
ters, bath robes,
suits

always have
Bates College
boys In mind. Ask
the

WE
SELL
GOOD
CLOTHES

Where The Bobcats Meet

Cronin & Root

LUNCHEONETTE

140 LISBON ST.

>.

AND
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

IXSTIMTTIONS. 8—ft
PRACTICE DANCING, 9—11
ALL FOB "»n».

PRESCRIPTIONS

ZIPPER JACKETS $3.95
MOCASSINS

COMPOUNDED

FLANDERS
62 COURT ST.

We can show you a vartea selection of

PRIZE

$2.65

—at—

Telephone 3694
College and Sabattus Streets

Exhibition on. "400" by
of ]><>S1(>)1

next

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

Every Thursday Evening
Commencing Feb., 16th.

GEORGE HARRISON and BOSS HELEN SMITH

man

room ; he k
all about us.

Special "400" Class Night

from Boston

over-

When we

buy our md3e. we
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Of all standard mtku

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
LADIES'
LEATHER HANDBAGS

MESSAGER
Pebiishiog Co.

LEATHER BILLFOLDS
BOOK

ENDS

CLOCKS

Job Printers
Publishers

of aU kinds

BARNSTONE-OSGOOD
COMPANY

Jewelers
50

LISBON

«

STREET

225 LISBON STREET

Lewiston. Maine

IERVALL
LUNCH
44 Bates St.
SAT

EXPLANATION:
Josie didn't jump ... she was sprung! The twenty-foot leap
is not dependent on Josic's ability, but on a powerful spring
mechanism hidden beneath the stage which propels the artist
upward through the air. The force is so violent that the lady
wears a light steel jacket which protects her from injury as
she starts her astonishing leap.

•i

I

WITH

The Blue Line

ICE

CREAM

George A. Ross

ILLUSION:
Josie, the lovely trapeze artist, stands upon a small platform.
At the will of the magician she leaps twenty feet into the air
to reach her trapeze. She uses no ropes, no ladder! A phenomenal leap for a woman... or a man!

IT

ELM STREET
Bates 1104

ITS TUN TO BJSJUDOIEB

... ITS MORE TUW TO £ATOW
Magic has its place... but not in cigarette advertising.
Consider the illusion that there is
a mysterious way to give cigarettes a
superior "flavor."
EXPLANATION: Cigarette flavor can be
controlled by adding artificial flavorings. By blending. And by the quality
of tobaccos used.
Cheap, raw tobaccos can be "built
up" or "fortified" by the lavish use
of artificial flavorings.

Such magic, however, seldom holds
the audience. Your taste finally tells
you the truth.
The cigarette flavor that never stales,
never varies, never loses its fresh appeal, comes from mild, ripe, fragrant,
more expensive tobaccos...blended to
bring out the full, round flavor of each
type of leaf. It's the quality of the tobacco that counts!
S||^^P* It is a fact, well known by
'wa^W
leaf tobacco experts, that
Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than
any other popular brand.
Because Camel actually pays millions
more every year for choice tobaccos,
you find in Camels an appealing mildness, a better flavor.
And Camels taste cooler because
the welded Humidor Pack of threeply, MOISTURE-PROOF cellophane
keeps them fresh.

NO TRICKS
. JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS
IS

A MATCHLESS

BUSD

Geo. E. Schmidt

Lv

Lewiston—fiumford—Farmington

Lewiston —

7 45 A.M. 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M.
Lv Rum ford—
7.35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
I-v Farmington—
7.30 A.M. 12.20 P.M.. 4.10 P M.

STANDARD

TIME

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

CORTELL'S
Advance New Spring Drones, Suits and Coats Being
Received Daily. GRIFFON CLOTHES FOR MEN
CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVTf'F
109-111 LISBON STREET.
&U.KVICL

LEWISTON.

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and
Finishing
*
HOUR
■mm9
a

24

HOUR

SERVICE

THE QUALITY SHOP"

3 Minutes from the Campus

TeL U17-W

Rw W* CLARK
P

**&*** Druggist

Corner Bates and Main Street

LEWISTON, MAINE

* *-^Pure Drugs and Medicine*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

